Abstract. In this paper, we propose a modified Lagrange type interpolation operator to approximate functions in Sobolev spaces by continuous piecewise polynomials. In order to define interpolators for "rough" functions and to preserve piecewise polynomial boundary conditions, the approximated functions are averaged appropriately either on d-or (d -1 )-simplices to generate nodal values for the interpolation operator. This combination of averaging and interpolation is shown to be a projection, and optimal error estimates are proved for the projection error.
Introduction
The approximation of functions in Sobolev spaces by functions in finite element spaces has been well studied (cf. [3] and the references therein). One approach is to show the approximability of the nodal, finite element interpolant of a function. However, the nodal value of the function may not be well defined if the function under consideration is too "rough". For example, functions in the Sobolev space H have no pointwise value in two or more dimensions. In [4] , Clément defined an optimal-order interpolation operator using local averaging (regularizing) to define nodal values for functions even in L1. However, the interpolator does not preserve homogeneous boundary conditions naturally. By setting boundary nodal values to zero, the modified interpolation operator posed in [4] can solve this problem, but this approach cannot be easily generalized to nonhomogeneous boundary data.
In this note, we propose another local averaging interpolation operator. We restrict our attention to simplicial finite elements, although this restriction is not essential. However, we consider general, ¿/-dimensional meshes, d > 2 ; we assume only that the meshes are nondegenerate, i.e., we do not assume that they are quasi-uniform. Averaging is done either on a ¿/-simplex or on a face {{d -l)-simplex) of some ¿/-simplex. This interpolation operator preserves homogeneous boundary conditions naturally. The key point is that this operator averages the interpolated functions on a subset (a (d-l)-simplex) of the boundary of the domain for each boundary nodal value, and it is of optimal order in approximation. We note that the interpolator is not defined for as broad a class of functions as that of [4] , but it is defined on functions smooth enough to have well-defined boundary values. A special case of this operator, interpolating H functions by piecewise linear functions, was considered in [8] . We can also define an analogous interpolator for L functions, using the techniques introduced here, that has properties similar to those of [4] . However, such an interpolator cannot be used to satisfy boundary conditions (such conditions are not well defined for L functions in any case).
Interpolation
Let fie? be a connected, open, bounded, ¿/-dimensional domain with polyhedral boundary. We assume that dQ is Lipschitz continuous for simplicity, although many of the results presented can be extended easily to domains with simple slits. Let C°°(Q) be functions defined on Q and having continuous o derivatives of any order, and let C°°(i!) be functions in C°°(Q) with compact support in Q. We denote by L (Q) the completion of the functions in C°° (Q) such that ||/||L (Q) := (/n \f(x)fdx)i/p is finite, by Wlp{Q) the completion of the functions in C°°(Q) suchthat \\f\\w,içi) := (Ew</ H^VH^o))1" is finite, ith the constant y0 independent of h . Note that we do not assume that all simplices, K, are of comparable size (that is, the mesh need not be quasiuniform). Here, K denotes a ¿/-simplex, diam(A") denotes the diameter of K and pK denotes the radius of the largest closed ball contained in K. For simplicity, we make the assumption that the spatial variable has been normalized so that diam(fi) = 1. We consider a finite element space Vh consisting of continuous piecewise polynomials Here, &r is the space consisting of polynomials of degree r or less in d
variables. For simplicity, we made the assumption 3Pr = PK although the theorems in this paper can be extended to cover cases where í?r c PK . By (2.1), we have a family of Lagrange finite elements,
which are all affine equivalent to a single reference finite element (K, ¿Pr , X) (cf. [3] ). Here, Î denotes the usual nodal variables for Lagrange interpolation consisting of point evaluations at appropriate points ("nodes") in K, and I.K denotes evaluations at points in K that are the affine image of those for Î. For simplicity, we assume that K is a regular (equilateral) simplex having all edges of length one. We note that the theorems given in this paper also cover cases when the finite element spaces are of the form {ve^|u|r = 0}for some r c <9Q, provided that the triangulation matches Y appropriately.
To define an interpolation operator on W (ÇI), we make use of the nodal points, ~LK , of the standard nodal interpolation operator. Let Jf"h = {al}f=l be the set of all interpolation nodes of !Th and {0;}/=, be the corresponding nodal basis of Vh . We choose, for any node ai, either a ¿/-simplex or a (¿/ -1 )-simplex, ai, according to the type of the node, ¿z(, as follows. If at is an interior point of some ¿/-simplex, K € 3~h , we let
If at is an interior point of some face (which is a (d -l)-simplex), K', of a ¿/-simplex, K , we let (2.5) at = K!.
For the rest of the at-e. JVh , which must be on some (¿/ -2)-simplex, there is considerable freedom in picking rj/. We may pick any (¿/ -l)-simplex, K1, such that ai G K', subject only to the restriction (2.6) K' cdQ if a,€dQ, and we set a. = K'. We can see that the choice of a¡ in (2.6) is not unique. The restriction K' c dQ in (2.6) for ai e dQ. is made for the purpose of preserving homogeneous boundary conditions. For each face (¿/ -l)-simplex, K1, of K, there is a natural restriction of (K , PK, 1K) that defines a finite element:
Here, X^/ consists of point evaluations at the points from I.K that lie on the face K1, and PK> -¿Pr ~ . For example, the restriction to one dimension of a linear, triangular, finite element would be a linear, line segment, finite element. Since all {K, PK,'LK) are affine equivalent to a single reference element, all (K1, PK,, ~LKi) are affine equivalent to a single, (¿/ -1)-dimensional reference element. Further, the nonzero functions that are restrictions of the nodal basis functions of PK on K1 comprise the nodal basis for PK,. Moreover, (2.1) implies that the set of all face (¿/ -1 )-simplices,
is a nondegenerate family of (¿/ -l)-simplices. We remark that the converse of the last statement is false. For example, a sequence of tetrahedra having nondegenerate faces (with each face approaching a unit right triangle in the limit) can degenerate into a plane; the limit is a unit square with two diagonals. Let us denote by «, the dimension of &r and by «0(ff,) the dimension of &>fma', i.e., either the dimension of ^_1 or n,. Let a, , = ai, and let iai j}%\ be the set of nodal points in ai. Here, ai is defined in (2. Here, n depends on the choices of tr, in (2.4)-(2.6), but we use the notation n instead of n, , for simplicity.
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The condition (2.14) guarantees that the nodal values, {Hv(a¡)}, are well defined owing to the trace theorem (cf. [6] Since (2.11) implies that
we conclude that n is a projection, (2.18) Uv = v VveVh.
We summarize the above results in the following theorem. 
Stability
In the rest of this paper, we will use " < ..." and " ~ ..." to denote " < C... " and " = C... ", respectively, with the constant C independent of the mesh ^ and independent of the functions under consideration.
Let {cr} be a set of simplices that are either ¿/-or (¿/-l)-simplices satisfying (2.1). Let ¿J be either the d-or the (d -1 )-dimensional reference simplex, let {<£ } be a nodal basis for à and let {^ } be the dual basis with respect to the inner product for L (à). Suppose the affine mapping K e ¿5£ is swc/z í/j¿2í aj c K, and y/i is defined in (2.10). D Let ai = K' be a (¿/ -1 )-simplex that is the face of a ¿/-simplex, K, and let F defined in (3.1) map the reference K onto K such that F(k') = K' and k' is the (d -1 )-dimensional reference simplex. Here we assume that k' is a face simplex of K. Let us suppose that coordinates are chosen so that we can write where Ki is a neighboring ¿/-simplex such that oi c K¡ and SK is defined in (3.9). Here, Lemma 3.1 was used to bound H^l^«^), and we used the fact that (2.1) implies that K, cr, and Ki are all of comparable size, i.e., that a nondegenerate mesh is locally quasi-uniform in two or more dimensions. D
Approximability
We are going to consider ||u-ni>||5 for v e W^,(ß) and for various Sobolev norms, || • ||s . For any K € ^ and any polynomial pe^r , we have by (2.18) and Theorem 3.1 that \\v-nv\\wn,{K) < \\v -p\\wn,(K) + \\Ti{p -v)\\w"(K) Z^hK 
\\V -P\\"k{SKy k=0
By (2.1), SK is the finite union of domains each of which is star-shaped with respect to a ball of radius p times the diameter of SK , with p depending only on y0 . Thus, we can apply the Bramble-Hilbert lemma in the form developed in [5, p. 458 ] to the right-hand side of (4.1) to obtain, for all \/v e w'p{SK),
0<k<l<r+l.
In particular, we let the domains, D., in Theorem 7.1 of [5] be the interior of the closure of the union of pairs of simplices that share a common face. As a consequence of (2.1), such domains are each star-shaped with respect to a ball of radius p times the diameter of SK, where p depends only on y0 . Because of our assumption about the regularity of dQ, SK is connected.
In view of Remark 7.2 of [5] , (4.2) holds with a constant depending only on d, r, y0 because the intersection of a pair of domains, Dj, contains one of the simplices that make up SK and hence it contains a ball of radius y0 times the diameter of SK , where y0 depends only on y0 in (2.1). Combining (4.1) and (4.2) yields
Since sup {carà{K e ^ | K n SK ¿ 0}} is a constant depending only on y0 in (2.1), we easily deduce our main theorem. 
Se^ )
Note that the results obtained so far easily extend to domains with simple slits. In fact, the critical condition is that the set SK in (3.9) be connected, and this can be arranged in such a case. We also note that if one is not interested in preserving boundary conditions, the techniques used here can also be used to define interpolators with optimal-order approximation properties for functions only in L (Q.). In such a case, the o, 's are all chosen to be ¿/-dimensional simplices containing the corresponding points, ai. That is, the nodal values for all nodal points, ai, are defined in the way that the nodal values for nodal points in the interior of each simplex were defined, cf. (2.4). In this way, one obtains an interpolator with properties similar to those of [4] .
Applications
One way that the projection operator (2.13) can be used is to treat the Dirichlet problem for an elliptic boundary value problem, (5.1) .4-, dx¡ V iJdx ',7=1 J u = g on dQ.
Here we assume the a¡¡ are bounded, measurable functions on Q which form a uniformly positive definite matrix a.e. on Q. Assuming g to be defined on all of Q, and smooth enough for an interpolant, rig, to be defined, then it is natural to define an approximant to u by seeking uh in the space For estimates in other Sobolev norms, see [7] . We note that n# can be defined when standard (pointwise) interpolants may not be defined, e.g., for unbounded or discontinuous g . Moreover, Ylg can be evaluated locally, so that the implementation of such a method is straightforward. Our techniques can be viewed as providing a systematic way of "averaging" the boundary data in such cases. Another application of the interpolator defined in (2.13) is to extension of boundary data. Let us assume that ¿/ = 2 for simplicity. One can define Sobolev spaces Wp(dÇl) for real values of s e [0, 1] provided that dQ. is Lipschitz continuous, as we are assuming. Furthermore, there is a continuous extension operator, E : Wp~]/p{dn) -► Wp{Çl) for I < p < oc (cf. [2] and references therein). Composing with Tl, we obtain a map, Eh -ILE : W ~~ /p(dQ.) -► Vh, having the property that 
